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Chukas 5776 - Mems the Word 
 

 In this week’s parsha we learn about the death of two of our 

greats from the generation of the Exodus, sister & brother, Miriam 

& Aharon. Regarding Aharon the Torah tells us “Vayivku es 

Aharon....kol bais Yisrael” - And the whole House of Yisrael cried 

over Aharon” (Bamidbar, 20:29). Chazal contrast the reaction of 

the nation here with their reaction at Moshe’s passing. There the 

Torah tells us “Vayivku bnai Yisrael.” - “And the sons of Yisrael 

cried” (Devarim, 34:8). The difference in language (with Aharon 

it says “The whole House of Yisrael” whereas with Moshe it just 

says “The sons of Yisrael”) teach us that with Moshe’s demise 

only the male members of the nation mourned, not the 

womenfolk, whereas with Aharon everyone mourned him. Chazal 

explain this is because Aharon was mightily involved in Shalom 

Bayis- Marital Harmony- and upon his death was sorely and 

equally missed by men and women. With Moshe, however, who 

strictly taught Torah & Mitzvos, though the women mourned his death, it was not with the same 

intensity (as the menfolk), due to the less personal relationship they had had with him.  
 The question is what happened at Miriam’s passing? The Torah makes no mention of any 

crying whatsoever, be it man or women. This tells us that no-one cried at all. But she was one of 

the three Parnaisim -Providers- of the generation (See Ta’anis 9)?! It was in her merit that the 

Yidden had a ready supply of water in the Midbar for 39 years. And no-one shed a tear upon her 

death?! This needs to be explained. 
 Perhaps we can offer some understanding using an important analysis of Rav Shamshon 

Hirsch. He explains a couple of verses in Micha, the first of which mentions the three Parnaisim 

Moshe, Aharon & Miriam. A few pesukim later it then says the following: “....U”Mah Hashem 

doresh mimcha ki im asos mishpat ve’ahavas chessed vehatznai’ah leches...”- What does Hashem 

require from you? Only do justice and loving kindness and walk with modesty... (Micha, 6:4-8) 

Says Rav Hirsch, the three providers match-up perfectly with the three attributes of the later 

passuk. Moshe was a man of “asos mishpat”-doing justice. He led his nation by the letter of the 

law. Aharon, however, was a man who pursued and had a love for peace. He thus epitomized 

“Ahavas Chessed” -loving kindness. And Miriam was the hatznai’ah leches - one who walked 

with much modesty. Yes, she was a provider like her siblings, but she did it quietly neither 

expecting nor wanting any fanfare or recognition.  
 (This reminds me of Yossele, the holy miser in Krakow who supported so many of the poor 

and no-one would have ever known were it not for the sudden desperation of the paupers in town. 

For the week after his demise they found themselves scrambling for funds that were usually 

delivered to them each and every Thursday night but had stopped upon Yossele’s death. It was 

then that the city put 2 and 2 together and realized that Mr Tightwad himself, Yossele, had been 

hatznai’ah leches- walking extremely modestly and quietly behind the scenes all those years.) 
 And if you will ask (you should) if Miriam lived her life in such a behind-the-scenes 

manner, what was she doing leading the Yiddishe women in song after the splitting of the Sea of 

Reeds? That doesn’t seem to jive with her persona. The answer is that tzni’us means not drawing 

attention to oneself when it is not necessary. Like any character trait there are times when one must 



eschew their pursuit for the sake of a greater good. Similarly, with modesty, a vital middah for 

men and woman alike. But at seminal moments this middah must be shelved. The Sea of Reeds 

was such a seminal moment when all participants of the miracle had to publicly display their love 

and appreciation for Hashem. 
 It is interesting to note that at that incident at the Sea of Reeds the passuk says V”atikach 

Miriam Hanevi’ah..... es hatof beyadah vataitzena hanashim achareha...” - “And Miriam the 

prophetess took the drum in her hand and the women went out after her...” (Shemos, 15:20) 

Hmmmm, what is missing from that passuk? That’s right, it never says that Miriam went out! The 

passuk should have said that first Miriam went out (because that is what happened) and then the 

rest of the womenfolk went out after her. Perhaps the message is that with Miriam, the paragon of 

tzni’us-modesty, even in situations where she did draw attention to herself it was not considered 

“Going out” and grabbing the limelight, because her intentions were absolutely & purely l’shaim 

shamayim - for Heaven’s sake. She was able to go out without going out at all.  
 [ If you look at Miriam’s name it begins with a “mem pesucha” - a mem with an opening 

and finishes with a “mem sesumah”- a mem with no opening. Perhaps this is hinting to this unique 

ability of Miriam. She did things that looked like she was going out (mem pesucha- an opening 

with which to exit) to grab the limelight. But after (reading her whole name) knowing the persona 

of Miriam, looking back you will see that even during her moments of exposure she was still safely 

ensconced within (mem sesumah- hidden and inaccessible).] 
 This is an important lesson, that when someone (under guidance) must put aside a character 

trait, it is not considered a violation of that trait. Many Yiddishe women today excel in the middah 

of tzni’us, yet they will utilize the services of male physicians. They should be assured that this 

does not mean they are Heaven forfend lowering their standards of tzni’us. As long as their motives 

and actions are all “mit ah cheshbon” - with a premeditated understanding- of necessity and 

halachic sanction, their tzni'us remains intact. 
 And so, the non-reaction of the nation to her death was exactly what Miriam had wanted. 

“Please leave my name out of it" was how she lived her life and how she lived her death, too. A 

modest woman until the very end. 
 
 Have a great Shabbos, 
 
 
Rabbi Nosson Greenberg 
 
Rav, Khal Machzikei Torah, Far Rockaway, N.Y.    ravgreenbergkmt@gmail.com 
 
 
 
 
P.S. If you would like to be part of “Project 16 in 16 in 16” where each week thru Yom Kippur you 
will receive a 5-10-minute audio on one of the Brachos of Birchas Hashachar, plus some other 
gems/stories regarding that bracha, please send your email address to 
Project16in16in16@gmail.com. If you received the first week’s audio there is no need to send us 
your email address as you are already on the list. 
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